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Eugene Gladstone O’Neill (1888-1953) is one of the most renowned playwrights of the 

twentieth century. He is the father of modern American drama who has written more than sixty 

plays and regarded as the American Shakespeare. He has shaped the course of American Drama 

from 1915 to 1930. His works reveal a varied thematic and structural spectrum. O’Neill’s works 

have taken American theatre out of its infancy, and at once endowed it with strength and 

majesty.  They touch upon a large variety of themes, and show theatrical experimentation with 

virtually all sorts of devices and patterns. Drama is the most objective of the arts, but this great 

dramatist made personal experience the basis of his plays. This makes an understanding of his 

life and character indispensable for a proper appreciation of his plays. 

All O’Neill’s plays are great tragedies but they are not tragedies of the conventional sort 

in the Aristotelian tradition. They are tragedies with a difference. Their themes and subject 

matter may be the same, but their form is different. O’Neill’s revival of tragedy, unhappy ending, 

romantic novelty of scene, realism of situation, characters in the depiction of sailors, prostitutes, 

farmers, negroes, and others of humble station, adoption of Freudian psychology, passionate 

absorption in the problem of man’s rapport with himself and with God, have heightened him to 

the peak of honour in American Literature. 

The term Expressionism means expression of inner reality through outer symbols; in 

other words, subordination of realism to the expressionism of inner experience. As a dramatic 

movement expressionism began in 1916 and continued to flourish in Europe until around 1924. 

O’Neill imported it from Germany. Strindberg was the father of the expressionistic drama. 

Expressionism in drama is what the stream-of-consciousness is in fiction. It is the expression of 

the dream state. Formlessness, disorder, protests are its major features. Traditional story-element 

and plot-construction are rejected in favour of psychological reality. Characters are mere 

symbolic types; there is no traditional division of drama in acts; clock time is broken; there is a 

fusion of the present, future and past.  
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This dramatic technique seeks to represent concretely on the stage what happens inside a 

character’s mind in response to external stimuli. The objective world is presented through the 

narrow compass of the protagonist’s vision and is completely subjective, even deliberately 

distorted. The expressionists were concerned with man versus machine, and with the class 

struggle; their characters tend to be types, their designs stylized their scenes short. Mechanical 

gestures and identical repetitive stage directions, broken sentences, intensely personal dialogues, 

elliptical, telegram-like style, repetition of rhythm as a powerful factor in making anything 

expressive and as a means of control over emotions, and exploitation of the stage devices and 

costumes and masks, etc., are some of the essential features of an expressionistic drama. There is 

an influence of motion pictures on it. The dramatist writes as one who protests against family or 

society. 

In an expressionistic play, the number of characters is cut down to the minimum. The 

attention is focused on the central figure and the other characters are not individualized. They 

serve merely as a background to throw into sharp relief the central figure. The Hairy Ape is 

written in eight short, abrupt scenes, and might almost be called an expressionistic tragic-comedy 

of modern industrial unrest.   The hero  is so unconventional a word can be applied to the leading 

figure of this play, is a mighty stoker called ‘Yank’, and we see him first, stripped to the waist, 

with the rest of his half-naked shift mates, in their forecastle bunkroom.  He can out curse, 

outfight, out feel them all and he is proud of his powers, proud of his job as stoker at the heart of 

the ship and is proud to think that he is steel and coal and motion. 

Eugene O’Neill also uses a number of expressionistic devices effectively in The Hairy 

Ape.  The bell rings for the stokers to go on duty […] they all stand up, come to attention, then 

go out in a lockstep file […] it is only symbolic of the regimentation of men who are slaves of 

machinery. In a Large sense, it applies to all of us, because we are all more or less slaves of 

convention, or of discipline, or of a rigid formula of some sort. The scene of Fifth Avenue when 

Yank, the hairy ape, comes face o face with a little parade of wooden- faced church-goers who 

walk like automata and prattle of giving a “Hundred Percent American Bazaar” as a contribution 

to the solution of discontent among the lower classes. Yank’s expression is thus: 
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( ...... ) Paint and powder! All dolled up to kill! Yuh look like stiffs laid out for de 

boneyard! Aw, givan, de lot of youse! Yuh  don’t belong, get me! Look at me, why don’t 

belong, get me! Look at me, why don’t youse dare? I belong dat’s me (…...) See that 

building going up dere? See de wteel work? Steel, dat’s me! Youse guys live on it and 

think youh’re somep’n.  But I’m in it see? I’m de hoistin’  enginendat makes                     

it go up! I’m it-de inside and bottom of it! Sure. I’m steel and steam and smoke and the 

rest of it! It moves – speed – twenty-five stories up – and me at de top and bottom –

movin’! Yuh’re de garbage, get me-de leavins – de ashes we dump over the side! ( . . . .) 

Complete Plays (1920-1931) The Hairy Ape, Sc v, p.148

In The Hairy Ape, the other stokers are merely a chorus of voices. Except Paddy and 

Long, they have not even been given any names. Similarly, the Prisoners in the prison-scene are 

mere nameless voices. The denizens of the Fifth Avenue are present merely as mechanical 

procession and the Secretary of the I. W. W and other people in this office are equally lacking in 

individuality. This enables the dramatist to focus on the obsession of Yank and what goes on 

within his soul.  

As Clifford Leech points out the dramatic personages in the expressionistic play may be 

juxtaposed, but there no elaborate development of their relationship. Thus Yank and Mildred 

confront each other only for a moment but the one moment is enough to play havoc with the soul 

of Yank. “with the smallest number of characters expressionistic plays manage to create 

relationships and situations required for the communication of the central psychological 

attitudes. Mildred and Yank face each other only once but the impact of the one on the other and 

the audience is complete. Similarly, just one scene is enough to present Paddy in The Hairy Ape

as a sentimental, nostalgic character out of tune with his present. The secretary of the I.W.W., the 

policeman, the gorilla-all appear for a few moments, but they leave indelible impression on the 

mind.  

The characters express themselves briefly, often in monosyllables. Their conversation is 

symbolic of their attitudes and revelatory of what is passing within their agitation, bewilderment 

confusion, obsession, etc. The dialogues are pared down-the language is clipped-so that they 

become symbolic not only of particular mental attitudes but also the basic feelings of man in the 
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mass. Certain expressions are frequently repeated, not only to emphasize lack of sophistication 

but also to derive home to the audience the obsession of these characters. Such expressions as “I 

belong, I’ll fix her.” “I” am the end”, “That’s me”, etc. work like motifs to establish the fact that 

basically Yank’s unsophisticated mind is guided by only a few ideas.” 

Hence, the scenes are short and the number of scenes is cut down to minimum, each 

scene being a further stage in the deeper and deeper probing of the central figure’s 

consciousness. These scenes are not logically related, not sketched with completeness of a 

realistic play. Much is left to be imagination of the audience, and the connections between the

scenes are emotional and logical. In this way the action is speeded up; this explains why an 

expressionistic play is much shorter than a realistic one. According to Clifford Leech., “Both, 

The Emperor Jones and The Hairy Ape take eight scenes each to complete the play, story part of 

the drama not being important. The question of the development of the plot or character does not 

arise. It is only the gradual intensification and deepening of the obsessive feeling of the central 

character that is aimed at. Consequently the scenes form a series in which incidents are singly 

displayed. It is just like staccato effect, which sometimes become monotonous and deadening.” 

This also accounts for the shortness of The Hairy Ape as of other expressionistic plays.  

The entire action of the play is focused on the consciousness of Yank of the central figure 

the only living personage in the play. The dramatist has exploited the techniques of the interior 

monologue”, to lay bare the suffering, anguished soul of Yank. The long monologue of Yank 

after he has been thrown out of the I.W.W office is a clever piece of psychological analysis. 

Yank is bewildered and confused, and his mental confusion has been skillfully rendered. He had 

come to the I.W.W with the conviction that he belonged to it: now his conviction receives a rude, 

shattering shock which is too much for him. He finds that the I.W.W. is the conventional 

woman’s stuff, which would like to feed and dress his body and give him shorter hours of work. 

But the thing which hurts him is not in his belly, it is deep down at the bottom, and the I.W.W. 

cannot touch him. In other words, his suffering-and that of the modern worker-is spiritual and 

not physical, and it is the spirit which is being ignored in the modern mechanized age.  

Man has been degraded and de-humanised. Yank has been reduced to a machine, merely 

to a thing of steel. The full bewilderment of Yank is thus expressed: “I’m a busted Ingersoll, 
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dat’s what I am. Steel was me, and I owned de woild. Now I ain’t steel and de woild owns me. 

Aw, hell! I can’t see-it’s all dark, get me? It’s all wrong! (He turns a bitter, mocking face up, like 

an ape gibbering at the moon). Say, youse up dere, Man inde Moon, yuh look so wise, gimme de 

answer, huh? Slip me de inside drope, de information right from de stable-where do I get off at, 

huh?” He belongs neither to earth, nor to heaven. The proper place for him might be Hell. He 

might belong there.

The eighth scene of the play has one long monologue. The gorilla in the cage is the only 

interlocutor. It is an admirable study of Yank’s thought-process and it fully brings out the 

disintegration of Yank’s personality. Carried away by his obsession, Yank sees himself as a hairy 

ape. He addresses the gorilla as a ‘brother’ and thinks that they both belong to the same club, the 

club of The Hairy Ape. On Fifth Avenue, Yank moves amazed like a Neanderthal Alice in a 

hostile Wonderland.  What an audience sees is a kind of reality but distorted as it might be when 

filtered through Yank’s consciousness.  Yet the beginning of the scene, judged by the dialogue 

alone, is naturalistic.  Yank and Paddy, joking and bumbling, explore a world they have not seen 

before.  As the scene develops, however, and a Yank’s anger at the unseeing passersby mounts 

uncontrollably, the play becomes for a moment expressionistic.  Yank’s fury at the masked 

creatures causes him to attack them brutally, but his blows have no effect.  Instead it is he who 

recoils after each punch.  Now it is the action and not the scenery which is being treated in a non-

naturalistic way and for a moment, O’Neill writes completely in the expressionistic mode. 

As Isaac Goldberg puts it, “O’Neill had yield to neither the formlessness nor the 

incoherence of the more extreme expressionists; even when his contact with external reality 

seems least firm, he yet maintains his grip upon the roots of things.” Though he has used the 

speed technique of the German expressionists, “he has not telescoped time and place”. The 

action does not move backward and forward in time, not does it range far and wide in space, but 

follows a continuous forward movement, each scene being a well defined stage in the 

psychological retracing in Yank’s consciousness of the various stages in human evolution. 

O’Neill has skillfully avoided the extremes of expressionism and maintained the coherence and 

integrity characteristic of a realistic play. As O’Neill himself once asserted, he has used the 
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expressionistic technique in the play, “but the character of “Yank remains a man and everyone 

recognizes him as such.”

There is no doubt that O’Neill is a prominent dramatist of modern age. His contribution 

to American drama is purely an objective kind of drama showing the working of man’s mind and 

conscience. He belongs also to the expressionistic school of drama and is often called the 

dramatist of protest. It will not be wrong to recall, in conclusion, the comment of Gerald Weals:  

What we need at the moment are play-wrights willing to rise a great deal. Perhaps we have a 

theatre without walls. What we need now is a theatre without bounds”. 

To sum up, O’Neill’s use of mask, asides, and expressionistic technique in his plays 

reveals his profound interest in experiment and innovation. His revolution in American theatre 

courage and endless experiment with various methods like naturalism, symbolism and 

expressionism, and his contribution to the American drama heightened him as the father of 

American drama. By virtue of this achievement, O’Neill has carved a niche for himself in the 

galaxy of all time greats in the arena of American drama. 
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